Arturo was born, as a band, in 1993 in Rivoli (TO). All the members were highschool mates with a passion for Negazione and NoFx and a tendency not to take themselves too seriously. They began playing gigs in squats, CSOA and other free spaces in and around Turin. They released two demo-tapes, two 7 inches and a cd (re-release of the first demo) for a punk-hc french label, Panx. This lead them to a European tour starting in Germany, continuing in Switzerland, France and Croatia. During the first half of the nineties they discovered electronic music: from Orbital to Amon Tobin, including Squarepusher and Roni Size. As a consequence of this discovery, the band started  to experiment with new sounds and rather non-conventional styles for their original genre. They decided to record with a different approach: metronome tracks and electronic grooves considerably and inevitably changed their sound. The inclusion of Gigio (ex COV) in the band, brought some fresh air with a pop-style singing which pushed Arturo's sound even further off the standard hardcore paths. "Conversazioni" reflected this attitude, appearing as a daring experiment generated by the widest musical influences. Following its release, the band started touring Italy extensively.
In 2003 a Milan based label, Riot, published a double cd to celebrate the tenth anniversary of Arturo. The packaging included a cd with official and unofficial releases of the band and a second cd with bands from all over the world and various genres covering Arturo's songs. Perturbazione, Rollers Inc., Skruigners, Arsenico, Dj Y, among them.
After a gap of a few years, some necessary rest and self-reflection, in 2011 Arturo went back to the recording studio to complete old unfinished material and to create new songs, with the same attitude: absolute musical freedom.

[my suggestion]

[title]____________ , out on [labels]____________, [year]_________ is the outcome of this multifarious experience and [some "promotional" comments]___________
